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manu and his followers have succeeded in preserving a hierarchy between the brahmins and all other castes based on a formula baladvaraha vaisyah pravartaksaha. the brahmin is the highest ranking caste, followed by the kshatriya, the next being the vaisya, and the last is the shudra. the chapter of
manusmriti has a legal approach rather than a moral approach. the right to ride a horse, apply a red liquid on their bodies and perform the pooja are asked to be given only to male characters and not to females. on the other hand, the right of a man to invite a girl to his home, wag his tongue at her, strike
her, bang her, and make her drink alcohol and lie with her are given to men. these are the examples of the discrimination found in the manusmriti but the last sentences of the last chapter of the manusmriti have a message for all the people. this is not a place for such discrimination. you will not be able to

do any harm to a brahmin if you know what is good and what is bad. he will try to do the best for you, not the worst. once a person's status in society has been determined based on his birth, he will need great fortitude to change his fate as he is not free to choose his status. instead of “i will do good for
you”, he will do good for his own sake and against you, therefore you will reap the results of your bad deeds. how will we understand the castes, the dasas, the shudras, the vaisyes, the varnas, the brahmanas, the kshatriyas, the vaishyas, the shunyavantas, the gondas, the koliys, the madigas, the paniyas,

the aisyas, the kakas, the vangas, the yavanas, the madhavas, and the sozhanas, according to their attributes and behaviour? how will we make a comparison between the yadu and the madhu? how will we know who is a madhu and who is a yadu? how will we understand the status of different castes,
their characters, and the moral qualities of brahmins, kshatriyas, vaishyas, and shudras? how will we know who is a good and who is a bad character? how will we understand the meaning of the word ‘mithya’?
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in the course of time, a vast literature, which is full of shloks, crept into the country. it was called manuva dharm. the ancient rishis thought it necessary to put this shlokeraveda in order to preserve its original form and prevent the growth of malignant shloks. this shlokeraveda is not suitable for all
occasions, but is especially to be employed in the court and in the assemblies of monarchs. it includes a very large number of shlokas. it is an open secret that all the subjects, except kings, should be free to study and practice it. it has a very sweet touch of morality and also a great deal of merit in it. the
book has immense value in all spheres of life, since it is regarded as the mother of all our laws and as an embodiment of our whole social system. its morality is of the highest order. it is eminently free from those adulterations which it is so very difficult to exterminate. though the book is mainly based on
dr. surendra kumar's ph.d thesis, it still has many gems including a detailed discussion on the early medieval history of kannada, whose author is unknown. the book is written in a way that it grabs the attention of modern indians and also makes them think deeply. all thanks to the book's very first writer,
shri. surendra kumar, who has succeeded in writing a book against corruption and against all those who have been conspiring to wipe off bharatvarsh from the mainstream. the book has been released at a time when we are observing bharatiya varsh vimukti margdarshakar divas, and many leaders have

made their presence felt in the garb of "sadhak" (saint). 5ec8ef588b
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